We obtain a condition on the underlying family of a-algebras which is properly weaker than the Vitali property but which is also a sufficient condition for the order convergence of martingales of semibounded variation. We also obtain a sufficient condition for the order convergence of martingales of semibounded variation in terms of the finiteness of the extreme order limits of martingales of bounded variation.
1. Introduction. Let (E, <$>, p) be a a-finite measure space and let 9 be a directed set under the relation -c . (9 is nonempty, and < is reflexive, transitive, and has the following property: for each p, o E 9 there exists r E 9 such that t » p, t » a.) Let (<ST)Tg9 be a family of sub-a-algebras of % such that (E, %T, p) is a-finite for each t E 9, and ®p Ç ÍB" for each p < a. By function we mean an extended real-valued, % -measurable function. Throughout this paper, sets and functions are considered equal if they are equal except on a p-nullset. Consequently, for B E%, H(B) = 0 if and only if B = 0. Our setting and notation are virtually the same as those of [2] .
We recall that the essential supremum and essential infimum of a family of functions (fr)rEg are the unique functions ess supTetf/T and ess iniT£9fT such that all functions g satisfy:
(i)/T < g for all recess suPres/T < g;
(ii)/T > g for all t G f?«f=>ess infTe9/T > g.
For a family of functions (/T)TeS, the extreme order limits are defined by lim sup /T = ess inf ( ess sup /A lim inf fT = ess sup ( ess inf /T ) [3] . Whenever the extreme order limits are equal, the common function is called the order limit, denoted by limTe#/T, and the family (fT)T(Ee is said to be order convergent. For a family of % -members (BT)rS$, the essential union, essential intersection, extreme order limits, and order convergence are defined analogously.
The conditional expectation of a function / with respect to the sub-a-algebra G of % is denoted by &(f\Q). A family of functions (fT)r£9 is called a martingale whenever^ is ÍBT-measurable for each t G 9 and S (/"|®T) = /T for each a » t. A martingale (fiX£g is said to be of bounded (semibounded) variation whenever the set ilsfr d¡i\r E 9, B E ?BT} is bounded from above and below (either from above or below).
We call a family of <$ -members (AT)Te9 a fine covering whenever KT E iBT for each t G 9. For A E ®, the fine covering (ATT)Te9 is called a fine covering of A whenever lim supT(Etf Kr D A. For L E 9>, we denote by \L the indicator function of L, which takes the value 1 on L, and 0 elsewhere. For a finite sequence of ÍB-members £ = (Lx, L2, . . . , Lr) we define U £ = U ;., ¿¡ and 2 £ = S5-.lv
The family C3àT)TfES is said to possess the Vitali property whenever the following condition holds: For each A E 9> with fi(A) < oo, for each fine covering (ATT)TS9 of A, and for each e > 0, there exist a finite sequence of ^-members (£,, £2, . . . , £r) and a finite sequence of ® -members £ = (L" L2, . . . , Lr) such that L, G SL and L, C #, for each / = 1,2, . . . , r; L, n Lj = 0 for / **/; and h(a \ \J £) < e.
(See [2] .) We remark that the family (%T)Tee possesses the Vitali property if 9 is totally ordered by <K .
A classical theorem of Krickeberg [3] states the following: If the family (®T)Te9 possesses the Vitali property, then every martingale of semibounded variation is order convergent. Although the converse was not expected to be true, the known conditions on the family (ST)Teô which are weaker than the Vitali property imply only that properly smaller classes of martingales are order convergent. (See [2] .)
We now introduce the dominated sums property. We denote by || • ||, and || • ||00 the usual norms of LX(E, %, p) and LX(E, $, p), respectively. We say that the fine covering (KT)T^e satisfies the dominated sums condition whenever the following holds: For some 8 > 0 and for each a G 9 there exist a finite sequence of -members (£,, £2, . . . , |r) and a finite sequence of % -members £ = (Lx, L2, . . . , Lr) such that L¡ E <S4, L¡ E K^ and £, » a for each i -1, 2, . . . , r; II2£||, >o||2£|L-We say that the family (iBT)Tefl possesses the dominated sums property whenever every fine covering (Kr)T<Eg with lim supTe9 KT =£ 0 satisfies the dominated sums condition.
In §2 we show that the dominated sums property is properly weaker than the Vitali property. In fact, for each positive integer «, the condition obtained by replacing the limitation "L¡ n L¿ = 0 for i ¥=j" by "||2 £11«, < n" in the statement of the Vitali property is shown to be properly stronger than the dominated sums property. In §3 we develop the underlying martingale properties which are used in the following sections. In §4 we strengthen Krickeberg's theorem: If the family (%T)T(Eg possesses the dominated sums property, then every martingale of semibounded variation is order convergent. In §5 we establish some decompositions of E in terms of order convergence.
2. The dominated sums property. The following lemma is a generalization of a well-known property of equivalent measures, and is used in our proof that the dominated sums property is independent of the base measure p. We now define a class of properties which are weaker than the Vitali property but which are stronger than the dominated sums property.
Let « be a positive integer. We say that the family (®T)Te9 possesses the Vitali property of degree « whenever the following condition holds: For each A G % with ¡i(A) < oo, for each fine covering (KT)T(E9 of A, and for each e > 0, there exist a finite sequence of 0-members (£,, |2, . . . , £r) and a finite sequence of 9> -members £ = (Lx, L2, . . . , Lr) such that L, G íBj and Li G K( for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r; ||2 CIL in;and(A\ U ß)< e.
Clearly for « > m, the Vitali property of degree « is weaker than the Vitali property of degree m, and the Vitali property of degree 1 is precisely the Vitali property. For each fixed / G N we form «' sets (SUJ-))J-X2 ". from a space Ui of points as follows: For each group of « of the sets we choose a distinct point and place this point in each set of the group; each set contains only those points inserted under the above procedure. We assume that U¡ has exactly the number of points required for this construction, namely ('.')■ the combinations of « ' things taken « at a time. Let 5, be the set of all subsets of U¡ and let />, be the uniform probability measure on ([/" %). For each (/,/) G 9, the number of points in S(, ^ is i";:,1) -one point for each group of n -1 sets chosen from the other «' -1 sets-and
Let S"* be the sub-a-algebra of % generated by S,¡« and all singleton sets {«} for which u S SUJ), and let % = {0, U¡). Define (E, <8>,p) = II (Uk,<5k,Pk),
We remark that p(£) = 1. In order to establish that (9>T)TfE$ possesses the Vitali property of degree «, let A E % , let (KT)r&9 be a fine covering of A, and let e > 0. Then there exists o E 9 such that n(A \ U T<" -/Ç) < e. Define for each têî, mt = a; \ U *p e ®T. 
MdJ) = (M0J) n A(i,j,) U (M0J)\ A(iJ)).
We choose a family of sets (L^¡r¡)j_x2 ",, each L(¡j) being the union of (M(,7) n ^(,j)) and a subset of (Aí(/ ^ \ A(if¡), in such a way that
and for each 1 < j < «' the two sets (T(jy) \ ^^n) and Uj.i^u ^a *) are disjoint.
We have L(/y) n A^ ¡, = Af(,j) n A(iJ) E ©(,, 3. Count ably additive and purely finitely additive martingales. Let 8^ be the sub-a-algebra of © which is generated by UTe8 ©T. It is known that for any A E Sgg there exists a family of sets MT E <S>r such that A = limTSS MT.
To every martingale of bounded variation í> = (/T)T(E9 there corresponds a finitely additive set function (of bounded variation) Z(4>) on UTe# ©T defined by Z($)(A )= f fidp for any t such that A E ©T.
According to a theorem of Yosida and Hewitt [6] , every finitely additive set function can be expressed uniquely as the sum of a countably additive set function and a purely finitely additive set function. A martingale of bounded variation 4> is called countably additive or purely finitely additive whenever Z(<1>) is countably additive or purely finitely additive, respectively. It follows that every martingale of bounded variation can be expressed uniquely as the sum of a countably additive martingale and a purely finitely additive martingale. A countably additive set function on UTi=9 ©T can be extended to a measure on (E, ©") [1] , and by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, it follows that the countably additive martingales are precisely those of the form (&(f\9>T))TSg f°r some function/ with / |/| dp. < oo. For a more complete discussion of the above see [2] , The purely finitely additive martingales can be characterized by a well-known property of purely finitely additive set functions [6] : For each e > 0 there exist o E 9 and D E 9>a such that (a) / I Iß/rl dp < e for all t » a, and (b) n(E \D)<e. Lemma 3.1. Let f be a function with jf dp. < oo, let a > b > 0, and let A = {lim supT(ES &(f\<S>T) > a > b > &(f\9>x)}-Then there exists a fine covering (KT)TfE9 of A with the following property: For each e > 0 there exist a E 9 and C E %x such that (i) ßcf dp. < e, and hence hmTÈE(, gT = 0. By the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem, which is valid also for families of functions indexed by directed sets, there exist a G 9 and C = Ca E %x such that ¡\Jdp. < jga dp < e. = f&(f\%)dp-[ S(/|«JrfM JL JLnA > I a dp. -I b dp. > I a -b dp.. Theorem 3.1. Let f be a function with ff dp < oo, let a > b > 0, and let e > 0.
T«e« there exists C E 'S " íwc« í«a/ (l) /1 (J dp < e, and (ii) for each y > 0 there exist a E 0 and C E <3ba such that for each r 2> a, \\Jr\ >aon Kr, and /ll^J dp. < y.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Let k be a positive integer such that ~Z">k 1/2" < e. By the characterization of purely finitely additive martingales given at the beginning of this section, we choose recursively a" G 0 and Dn E Ç&0 for « = k, k + 1, . . . satisfying I\1dJt\ dP < V2" for a11 T » a"> V(E \ A) < V2". and °n+\ » <V Define for In order to establish (ii), let y > 0. Choose a positive integer « such that 1 /2" < y and set a = a" G 0, C = Dn E <$". Let t » a. Then f \lJT\ dp =j\\DJT\ dp < 1/2" <y; Furthermore, if (fT)TS9 is positive (fT > 0 for all r E 0), then (gT)r(E9 can be chosen to be positive also.
Proof. Let 0 < y < e. By Lemma 3.2 let (KT)T(E9 be a fine covering, let o E 0, and let C G $" be such that p(A \ lim supT(E9 Kr) < e and \\cJT\ > a on KT, /Uc/tI dp < y for all t » a. Define the martingale (gT)T<=9 by __ f lc/T forr»a, I S(lc/P|ÍBT) for any p> t, a forrea.
Clearly (gr)T£9 is a purely finitely additive martingale. Also (gT)T£9 is positive if (fT)T<E9 is positive. Furthermore, sup f\gT\ dp = sup J \gT\ dp. = sup HIc/tI dp < y < e. 4. Dominated sums and order convergence of martingales. We first prove order convergence theorems for countably additive and purely finitely additive martingales, and then we combine these results into a general order convergence theorem.
The following proposition is used in the proof of the order convergence theorem for countably additive martingales. The proof of the proposition is elementary. Proposition 4.1. Let B E ÍB be such that every positive function f with ff dp < oo and every a > b > 0 satisfies {lim supTeí, &(f\%T) > a > b > Si/I®«*,)} n B = 0. Let g be a function with j\g\ dp < oo. Then lim sup S(g\<8>T) = S(g|« J = hm inf S(g|ST) on B. Proof. Our proof is by contradiction. Assume there exists a countably additive martingale (S(g|íBT))Teé, which is not order convergent to &(g\<$>00). Then by Proposition 4.1 there exist a positive function/ with ¡f dp. < oo, and a > b > 0 such that the set
is nonempty. Let (Ky)7(Eg be the fine covering of A prescribed by Lemma 3.1. Let e > 0. Choose a G 0 and C E %x such that (i) /1 çf dp < e, and Proof. Our proof is by contradiction. Let (/T)Tefi be a purely finitely additive martingale, and assume for some a > 0, the set A = {lim supTeS|/| > a} is nonempty. Let 0 < e < p(A). Let (Kr)T£9 be the fine covering prescribed by Lemma 3.2. Then lim supT£E9 KT ¥= 0. Let y > 0. Choose a G 0 and C G %a such that for each T 2> a, OO/Uc/tI dp < y, and Qi)\lcft\>aonKr. [ |lc/p| dp > f |lc/6| ¿P > ( adp = ap(L¡). Furthermore, for t G 0 and C G ®T, f grdp = ¡g dp for some p » t, a Therefore {/cgT a"p|T G 0, C G %T], which is clearly bounded from above, is also bounded from below. Hence (gT)T(E9 is of bounded variation, which is a contradiction. 1. There exist Ac, Bc E ®>x, Bc = E \ Ac, such that: (i) there exists a positive function f satisfying ff dp < oo and lim supTetf S(/|®T) = oo on Ac;
(ii) for every function g with f\g\ dp < oo, the martingale (ë(g\9>T))T^g is order convergent to &(g\%oe) on Bc.
Proof. For each positive function / with ff dp < oo, and for each a > b > 0, let A(f, a, b) = ( lim sup &(f\%) >a>b> S(/|® j) G ®M.
Define Ac E iB^, to be the (essential) union of the family of all sets A(f, a, b). Let N be the set of positive integers. There exists a countable subfamily, {A(f, a" b¡)\i EN), whose union is Ac. Applying In the proof of our next theorem we make use of the Jordan decomposition of martingales [3] : Every martingale of bounded variation can be expressed as the difference of two positive martingales of bounded variation. It is easy to show that every purely finitely additive martingale can be expressed as the difference of two positive purely finitely additive martingales.
We also make use of the following result, which is a consequence of a corresponding result for purely finitely additive set functions, or which can be established with an elementary argument using the characterization of purely finitely additive martingales given in §3. Let N be the set of positive integers, let {(fitr)TfEg\i G A/} be a family of purely finitely additive martingales satisfying S/s* supT(Eé) /|/T| dp < oo, and let/ = 2,e^/,T for each t£#; then (/T)reS is a purely finitely additive martingale. (ii) every purely finitely additive martingale is order convergent to 0 on Bp.
Proof. For each positive purely finitely additive martingale <p = (gT)Te<l and for each a > 0 let A($, a) = {lim supT(E9 $ > a). Define Ap to be the (essential) union of the family of all sets A(<5>, a). Let N be the set of positive integers. There exists a countable subfamily, {A(<S>¡, a¡)\i EN}, whose union is Ap. Applying Theorem 3.2 for each ;', j EN, i < j, let (/jjT)Te9 be a positive purely finitely additive martingale such that r I sup J /,,,T dp < - (ii) every martingale of semibounded variation is order convergent on B.
Proof. Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 with A = Ac u Ap, Proposition 4.2, and the decomposition of a martingale into countably additive and purely finitely additive parts.
Corollary 5.1. Assume every positive martingale of bounded variation (fT)T<=9 satisfies lim supTG9/T < oo on E. Then every martingale of semibounded variation is order convergent.
Similar corollaries hold for countably additive and purely finitely additive martingales.
